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House of Borel and Michael Costello Spring Collection at 2016 New 
York Fashion Week 

Michael Costello and House of Borel team decided to create a custom piece for the 

designer’s Spring 2016 runway show.  

 
 

NEW YORK, NY – September, 9, 2015 – House of Borel, a San Francisco-based luxury handbag fashion 
designer, created a custom runway piece for this year’s New York Fashion Week in partnership with 
Michael Costello, Spring Collection show on September 15th at Pier 59 Studios. 
 
The House of Borel team will be including their exclusive “Eve” clutch while styling Costello’s show. The 
bag is handmade in Italy, from the exotic anaconda skin and accented with custom rose gold hardware.  
 
Claire Borel and her team created the accessories collection in 2014.  Focusing on unique, high quality 
pieces, the line creates a sophisticated touch between edgy and classic. The accessories’ signature is 
turquoise, which appears in the lining of several bags. Borel describes her line as understatedly elegant.  
“We created this line for a new generation, that wanted timeless, yet unique pieces that emphasize style 
over trend,” states Charlotte Welch, Executive Fashion Director for House of Borel and Stylist for 
Michael Costello. 
 
Costello’s MVP-rated show attracted crowds last year and experts expect above and beyond for this 
year. His clients include Beyoncé, Lady Gaga, Kim Kardashian, Ariana Grande, and others. Laverne Cox 
and other celebrities are expected to attend. 
 
The upcoming Fashion Week appearance with Costello and House of Borel products will be available 
online and in the House of Borel’s San Francisco showroom and at the Style PR showroom in Los 
Angeles. 
 
For more information on House of Borel, please visit http://www.houseofborel.com 
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ABOUT HOUSE OF BOREL: 
House of Borel is an exotic, luxury handbag line based out of San Francisco CA. Designed by highly 
trained artists and handmade in Italy by the most skilled artisans and craftsmen, each piece enables 
women to feel as if each handbag was made for them. 
House of Borel sources the highest quality exotics, leathers, and fabrics complemented by precious 
metal hardware, like rose gold and palladium. The design vision focuses on shape, texture, color and 
practicality. 
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